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THE JITTERBUGS
"Their Ecstacy is without content."

T. W. ADORNO.

It seems th at the world has gone mad, but its apparent insanity is not
more than the great fear of millions of isolated individuals th at they will
succumb to the ever increasing brutal struggle of all against all. The greater
their despair, the more disgusting is their clawing and kicking to save them-
selves - at the expense of the rest of the world. No one knows any longer
wh at he wants, for he doesn't know how to reach it, and many do not even
know what they are doing. Like Professor Maier's neurotic rats driven
crazy by insoluable problems, they trembIe in convulsions, only to collapse
from time to time into a stupor. The solution of their problems seems un-
attainable because it is so sirnple, Produce and distribute; there is ap-
parently no real barrier to an organization of social life which would remove
the present difficulties of the large rnajority of mankind. Yet the seemingly
perverse refusal to consider rational solutions is the only form of sanity
possible in the present societal form. Things stand on their heads; the
jitterbugs are really the true exponents of present-dav reality. To engage all
the musical instruments resulting from thousands of years of technical and
cultural progress and to revert to an animal stage is very representative of
capitalism's tendency to turn all the wonders of the world to the production
of more efficient head-hunters, And do not be fooled by the "renaissance"
of Fascisrn: the "goose-step" also belongs to the jitterbugs, as weU as does the
"new heroism," the "new nationalism," and the hundred thousands ot
bolshevik parachute jumpers. It is all in line with the enthusiasm of the
jitterbugs, who trample each other to death in their mad rush to a free swing
concert. Strike up the band!
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HITLER LIEDI
So screamed the headlines of "democratie" newspapers. What we wrote

in November last year,* "H necessary, Germany will annex the whole of
Czechoslovakia," has already taken place. America, France, and Russla
pratested; all "peace-Ioving democratie" people protested; others wept; and
even Chamberlain raised his voice in ut ter disappointment. One- week after
the celebrated declarations that appeasement seemed to succeed, that arma-
ments may be redueed beeause they were inereased in England, Franee and
the U. S. A., we are one step nearer to the world war. Hitler answered th is
sort of disarmament with the incorporation of Chechoslovakian resources
into the German force. The policy of appeasement, i. e., of postponing the
war to make it bloodier, more destructive, and more enduring, necessitates
rather than excludes the policy of aggression. Germany must advance; ether
nations must retreat, or go to war. If Germany proves the pacifier, the other
nations must advance. There is no other perspective but that of war.

Professor Wilhelm Roepke, ** who is anything but a Marxist, has
recently*·* dealt with the economie possibilities of a semi-state capitalist
system like the German, or a complete state-capitalist system like the Russian,
and he came to very sad conclusions indeed. He found that a "collectivist
economy" is not immune to crises, that rather a crisis under conditions of a
"planned" or "steered" capitalist economy must of necessity be more destruc-
tive and more frightful than anything yet experienced in so-called laissez-faire
capitalism, He discovered that capitalisrn is eith er an expanding or declining
economy; that it cannot stagnate at any level reached. And he cannot sec
any possibility for a permanent expansion of capita!. Because such capitalistic
expansion has come to a stop, state interferences in the economie mechanism
have become increasingly necessary, a condition excluding more and more a
"return" to the old capitalism of private initiative and eliminating in time
and in a similar ever greater measure, the use of artifices like public works
and armaments, which have temporarily easened the headlock into which
capitalism has slipped, "The collapse of the artificial and forced boom would
be by far more dangerous than th at of an ordinary boom under free-market
conditions," says Professor Roepke. And the crisis as before, remains the only
"regulator" of economy. If the crisis is to be avoided, the forced boom cannot
be relaxed; to maintain it, consumption must be still further reduced. The
cessation of this process at any moment would bring the greatest economie
disruption, as the whole economy is coordinated to the forced boom, and be-
comes more and more dependent on it. To avoid collapse, then, expansion by
political means becomes a life necessity for capitalism, and imperialistic
activity must dominate the world.

When the bicycle made its first appearance, the Turks called it "the
thing th at cannot stand." It could maintain balance only when in motion.
Capitalism, too, especially in its fascistic form, has some sort of balance only

"Living Marxism. No. 5, p. 132.
.•.•Author of Crises and Cycles, London 1936.
.•• "Neue Zuericher Zeitung. February 9, 1939.
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as long as it moves, which means, expands and accumulates. But the harder
Hitler rides the German bicycle, the more he overrides the interests of ethers.
Nothing short of w~r can stop him. Hitier lied, it is proclaimed today,
because after the taking over of the Sudeten region, he had foresworn further
European territorial demands. Hitler "lied" because he remained true to
those capitalist necessities which dictated the "truth" to Daladier and
Chamberlain w~en they assured Czechoslovakia its independence a/ter they
had reached their agreement with Hitler at the expense of their ally. The
jitterbugs crying today that Hitler is a liar know quite weil that lies are the
truth of this society, that the more one lies the more honest he is to his own
interest.

Which way will Germany turn now? Will it be satisfied with the
Danubian area or proceed on the old imperial raad towards Baghdad? Will
it turn to the Southeast in the direction of Kiev- Baku- Teheran? Will the
Rorne-Berlin axis remain intact despite German advance in the "naturai"
hunting grounds of I taly ? Will the "democratie powers" retreat further
and throw more of "ether people's" property to the fascist "blackmailers"?
Will the trade war be sharpened in retaliation to the German "grand-scale
thievery"? Will the German or the Yankee imperialism triumph south of the
Rio Grande? Will the holy alliance against azism be formed, and will the
Bolsheviks be partners to it? Or will Germany be further appeased, in
recognition of the example it set for the whole capita list world of a destruc-
tion of all forms of labor movements on an international scale? It all depends.
Despite all secret and open agreements, pacts, alliances, and wh at not, the
present situation does still not alloweven an approximation of the possible
fronts in the next world war. Capitalist alliances, just like its rnarriages,
lead to Reno. As little as there is true planning of capitalist economy is
there any planning of its political activity. As long as there is a chance, not
as long as it wants to, Rumania masses troops against the German front and
waits for offers from both the fascist and the anti-fascist forces to decide with
whom it will cooperate. The impossibility of any real estimation is increased
by the continous threat of civil war in a number of countries. Enernies may
become friends overnight, friends may turn into enernies in last minute
d.ecisions, or even after the actual outbreak of the war. The chaos of produc-
tion allows for nothing but the chaos of destruction. The bourgeoisie does not
kn~w wh om it will kill; it knows only that it \\;11 kil!. In the imperialistic
s~mg contest all jitterbugs dance to the sarne music, but each in his own way,
without knowing whose toes he will step on next. Only after the outbreak
of the war will the chaos assume "order." The efficiency characteristic of
~he.single capitalist enterprise th en rules the world at large. Life in cap-
italism becomes simple as soon as it is designated for death.

STALIN AND HITLER

:Vill. Germany fight Russia to get the Ukraine? Was it revived by
English diplornacy for this particular purpose ? At least Stal in seems to think
so, and at the recent bolshevik party congress he pointed out that those
people who "want to embroil the Soviet Union in war with Germany," will
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be disappointed, as such a war is "without any visible basis." The Nazi anti-
Commintern pact, Stalin said further, was a screen behind which to attack.
not Russia, but vital interests of Britain, France, and America. Notwith-
standing declarations to the contrary by both Hitler and Stalin, the possibility
of their coming to an agreement is by no means a fantastic conception. Not
only does Stalin's speech indicate the tenableness of such a view, but the
whole history of German-Russian relations since the Treaty of Rapollo
makes it plausible. It was not Russia that disturbed the friendly relations
with Nazi-Germany, but Hitler. It must be remembered that many months
after Hitler's ascendency to power, the Russian GPU shot down a score of
German Communist party members for the sole reason th at they had
demonstrated before the German Consulate in Moscow for the release of
their leader Thaelman. What anti-Nazism existed in Russia and was in-
dulged because for the time being Hitler did not need Stalin's friendship, was
accompanied by an anti-Communist policy more ruthless that th at existing in
Germany. No, there is no ideological reason existing which could render im-
possible a Hitler-Stalin alliance. Such an alliance can be excluded only by
the constellation of the opposing imperialistic forces, but any shift in this
constellation may, on the other hand, effect a Russian-German harmony. And
if th is should be the case, be assured that the jitterbugs of the Communist
Parties and their sympathizers will be just as enthusiastic allies of Hitler as
they are today proponents of the united front of democratic powers. The
"fatherland" must be saved, and they will be certain that Stal in will make
use of Hitler rather than Hitler of Stalin. The "Trojan Horse" will th en
simply have been moved for them into the fascistic camp.

THE PEOPLES' FRONT
The capitalist concentration and centralization process cannot stop on

national borders. The more limited competition becomes within the nations,
the sharper it becomes in world economy. And the essential method in th is
struggle is war. War presupposes an efficient war machinery and people
ready to go to war. To prepare for extern al struggles, "peace" must be es-
tablished at home. The bourgeoisie can no longer guarantee sueh peace with
traditional methods. A new ideology is necessary, which, although it is in-
tended to secure capitalism, is no longer strictly capitalistic. "N ational-
Socialism," the "Coperative State," the "Soviet Union," in countries al ready
fascist, and "People's Front" attempts in countries on the way to fascism,
displace the old and discredited concepts based on a more willing acceptance
of class relations. The People's Front was practically a substitute for
fascism, its success could only mean its improvement till it became an equal
to fascism. Under it, the energy of dissatisfied masses was directed into the
proper channels; concessions we re granted untill the State was strengthened
sufficiently to handle the masses once and for a11, and now all the gains of
the People's Front period in France, which were made by the wave of direct
action of the workers in 1936, are lost. The authoritarian regime, which was
to be combatted by the People's Front policy, was actually prepared and
brought into existence by it. To fight against the Rorne-Berlin axis, legalistic
164 ~

fascistic methods were adopted in an ever greater measure. Today, thanks
to the People's Front policy, the French workers are practically in the sarne
position as those of Germany. Not fascist organizations but labor organiza-
tions have brought this about. The People's Front policy turns out to be no
more than a war instrument leading to the only democracy possible under cap-
italistic conditions, the democracy of the graveyards.

OFFICIALS MAKE ESCAPE

All countries prepare for war. All existing contradictions are continually
sharpened. All economy is directed towards the war, as weIl as all pro-
paganda. This situation will not change until the workers change it by refus-
ing to see in wars a means for their own salvation, by refusing to look for
their own interests in those of their masters'. The great interest the workers
display today in the political scenery constructed by their masters is deadly.
In reality, whatever alliances will be made or whatever situations arise, is of
no concern to the working class. Of concern alone is the fact that any war
for any purpose not strictly proletarian means the sacrifice of lives for the
benefit of the enemy of the workers. We still remember the cry of horror
raised by all "anti-fascists" wh en Franco's bombers killed women and
children in the streets of Madrid. The same people who were so horrified,
and who gave thanks for their liberal defender Miaja, did not hesitate a
second to send their own bombers under the command of the same Miaja to
kill and maim the women and children of Madrid. We still hear the
"heroes" of the People's Front in Spain denouncing as cowards anarchist
workers who refused to submit at once to the counterrevolutionary policy of
the "Communist" controlled Madrid government, and we see them now
fteeing the country which they just have sold out, fteeing into safety, into a
life of leisure and contemplation. Officials always make their escape. They
always have an airplane or two reserved for themselves, proclaiming to the
last, th at is, till the actual takeoff, "We will rather die than surrender!" For
the workers there is always left the firing squad. All wars today are wars
against the working class. All propaganda for unity of the people for purpose
of war, are directed against the workers. There never was, there never will
be, not even temporarily, an identity of interests of workers and leaders,
workers and governments, workers and capitalists. But it will take much more
disappointment and suffering to make workers realize th is. Till then, the
jitterbugs will continue to dance toward their own destruction.

LMNG MARXISM depends primarily upon its readers for circulation.
Send addresses of your friends, we will mail them a sample copy.
Help to win new subscribers; send contributions to the Sustaining
Fund.
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UNION UNITY?
There can be no doubt th at Roosevelt is the man for labor. The old

watchword of the labor movement, in union there is strength, came into new
glory in Roosevelt's recent letters to the champions of labor, John L. Lewis
and William Green. "The American people," it read, "sincerely hope that a
constructive negotiated peace with honor may come about between the A. F.
of L. and the C. I. 0." Specifically, "The National Manufacturers Associa-
tion," it continued, "express now a better understanding of the problems of
labor relationships and greater willingness to work with labor in arealistic
effort to improve their mutual relations and to better general working con-
ditions."

A further testimony of class harmony is the recent U nited States
Supreme Court decision upholding the firing of 92 workers engaged about a
year ago in a sitdown strike in North Chicago, and the sending of some of
their leaders to the prison, where they will have ample time to reason out
further improvements in capital-Iabor relations. This trend towards
"mutual understanding" comes to light still further in diverse legalistic at-
tempts to discourage workers' strikes with a series of obstacles. We need
mention here only the Catlin bill passed by the Wisconsin assembly, which
prohibits picketing of industrial plants unless it can be proved that a majority
of workers actually wants to go on strike; and the marvelous class peace es-
tablished by the way of the so-called "Oregon systern," which last November
established, "the strictest measures for regulation of labor unions in the
U nited States," consisting of measures drastically restricting strike picketing,
jurisdictional disputes, and, beside other smaller items, the outlawing of
boycotts ; the new city ordinance in Flint, Michigan, which forbids intimida-
tion of workers going to and from their places of employment, or assembly
in groups without authority of law in public places, streets, and highways,

Though many roads lead to Rome, a main highway is always welcome.
Though each village, city, and state may be able to lead successful battles
against its striking workers, it may still be necessary to centralize all these
efforts in order to increase their effect. N ation-wide organizations must be
dealt with by nation-wide measures. The chaotic self-help activity of
localities and the state-wide organized groups of ernployers, cannot sufficiently
insure the industrial peace desired today. The centralization of economie and
political control in the hands of the Federal government to strengthen the
capitalist society during the present period of despair and emergencies in-
corperates first of all the control over labor.

The unions are still able to serve the needs of industrial peace, but to
serve the needs of the government and the capitalist class better, their present
disunity has to be brought to an end. The recent militancy of labor was
largely the result of the competitive struggle between labor organizations
rather than the result of class struggles. As long as the war between the
A. F. of L. and C. I. O. goes on, it will be difficult to establish the tight
control over labor that is deemed necessary because of the fact that the

I-1GG

depression will not end. There were even strikes and pieker lines for the sole
purpose of collecting union dues. There we re battles and workers killed in
jurisdictional disputes quite independent of all labor-employer relations.
There was continuous unrest in society because of the many signs that the
workers quite often could not be tamed by labor leaders, and there is wide-
spread suspicion that profitability of enterprise will altogether come to an end
if recent labor policies will be continued.

There are no signs of recovery. The capitalists press for reduction of
labor costs, and they must be appeased in the face of the continuous need of
higher and still higher budgets to cope with newly arising internal and ex-
ternal problems. A unified labor movement at the disposal of the government
might not only help the present Administration in the coming presidential
campaign, but might be a still greater help in securing industrial peace
despite the coming attacks upon the workers' standard of living. There were
477 sit-down strikes in 1937, involving 398,177 workers. A repetition of
1937 has to be avoided; and the best means to th is end is a unified labor
movement of the type which Mr. Martin before the Association of Detroit
Business Men recently described in the following manner:*
uIf. we hav: been. slow in educ~ting our membership to the responsibilities
which go with umon membership, the blame for mueh of this slowness must
be directly attributed to the fact that we had to devote so mueh of our
resources, and 80 much of our efforts in the struggle to merely exist in the
face of streng opposition. ...As a penalty for their efforts to hinder and
o~struct the organization of workers many employers have had to put up
with annoying outbreaks of spontaneous strikes of their employees and have
been faced with the task of dealing with hotheaded or untrained union corn-
mitteemen and minor officials ... I wish to call to your attention that the
number of authorized strikes in the automobile industry has been greatly
reduced in the last several months until now they occur only in exceptional
cases."
Such unions and their unity, with the right political attitude, are the best
security for the capitalist society at this stage of development. And Mr.
Martin actually spoke the truth when he said,**
UIt seems to me that the only thing which American citizens need to fear is
the unintelligent and unorganized participations of labor in political afîairs,
or the failure of labor to participate at a11in polities."

Roosevelt has seen the sign of the time, and what the whole working
class could not achieve, th at is, the coming together of Lewis and Green to
discuss peace, supposedly of such great interest to labor, was made possible by
one gesture of the great Executive. But this very fact illustrates sufficiently
that th at unity of labor possible today is not an unity serving labor needs.
This government established unity will, if anything, only serve the capitalist
government. If the capitalists themselves don't establish such a unity in their
own interest, it will not come about. Unions will split and unite and split
again. Unions are forms of income and forms of control over the workers, and
the owners of labor unions compete with each other even more sharply than
do the capitalists. The real unity of labor can be established only against their

"United Automobile Worker, December 17, 1938, p. 5.
.•.•Ibid.
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organizations, against the governments, against capitalist society. How far
away we are from such real unity may be seen if only by the fact that the
very workers which Martin wants to train to become "respectable union
men" no longer foUowing "hotheads" and "minor officials" but Martin, and
Martin alone climaxed their recent revival meeting, or convention, in Detroit
with gifts demonstraring their genuine affect ion for several of the union
leaders. Before the members of a Ford local from Kansas City had concluded
their presentation of a radio to Martin the other day, tears were streaming
from the eyes of several as they stood on the convent ion platfom. Really,
there are reasons to cry.

THE CONCENTRATION CAMP GROWS
The last session of the executive board of the Socialist International

dealt with the "struggle for democracy." Wh at was remarkable about these
discussions, one reporter remarked, "was the consistency with which the
socialist parties in the still demoeratic countries remained true to their tradi-
tional ways of thinking. For them, now as before, socialism progresses step
by step, legally, democratically : otherwise socialism will never come.l'" One of
the delegates was annoyed enough to ask "if the executive has ever tried to
imagine wh at goes on in the brain of a man in a fascist concentration camp?"
Another labor leader answered that "it is quite understandable that people
living under fascism develop extreme political opinions," - for which they
might th en be excused.

Extreme political opinions are all right as long as they are not applied.
They are fully in order as long as they remain mere opinions, dreams of a
faraway future in which nobody really believes. And they are all right also
for workers in concentration camps, and even perfect for those facing firing
squads. Otherwise, however, they are considered entirely unrealistic, for the
leaders of labor are convineed that th ere will be no socialism unless in-
stituted by the bourgeoisie itself. It is different, then, when the bourgeoisie
employs extreme political measures; force is applauded as soon as it is "legal."
The most extreme political opinions become the norm if only they serve the
needs of the ruling class.

In Spain, in the July days of 1936, in Catalonia and other regions, the
"extreme political opinions" of workers stopped the fascist rebeUion and es-
tablished the basis for a real proletarian struggle against capitalism. This
basis was soon destroyed, to the satisfaction of all the "moderate" and
"sensible" people and with the help of those who relegate extreme politica!
opinions into the concentration camps. With the disappearance of a11extreme
measures in the workers' struggle, it became only a question of time ti11 one
or the other dictatorship over the workers would be installed, and merely a
question of imperialistic rivalries as to under which flag and specific method
the dictatorship would be exercised. Spain was not lost for the workers when

*Der Sozialistische Kampf. Paris, January 28, 193!). p. 35.
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Franco's soldiers drove the Loyalist army over the French border; it was
lost at the time the initiative of the fight against fascism had shifted from the
hands of the more or less spontaneously acting workers exclusively into those
of their leaders, and from them into the hands of the government,

Il.

Marxism is sometimes caUed a theory of defeat. It exce11s all other ap-
proaches to history in that it is always able to explain why the one or
the other defeat simply had to happen. It is ready to cite economie,
political, and ideological reasons for aU occurring failures, and is always in.
clined to remove the sting of the defeat with the assurance that the course of
history will finally bring the success so often necessarily denied. For us,
however, Marxism is neither a theory of defeat nor of success. It is a theory
of the class struggle in capitalist society, and predicts success to the strongest
class. It is true that in recognizing the growing importance of the prolera-
rian class in society and the increasing difficulties of the bourgeoisie, there is
no other prediction possible than that which maintains that the sharpening
class antagonism under permanent crisis conditions wi11 eventually en force a
change of society through proletarian action. Aside from this unavoidable pre-
diction, however, it must be said that for the present class struggles, this
hopeful perspective means as little as the statement that society is subject to
change. The recognition of developmental trends is no weapon for defeating
an actual enemy. Each struggle th at arises has to be judged on its 0 w n
merits. Any decision for action and evaluation of forces must base itself on
immediate realities.

This is itself difficult enough. The weakness and strength of classes are
of relative importance. They come to light in manifold shiftings of situations
and relations, escaping again and again correct measurement. Situations in
which a "weak proletariat" overthrows a "strong bourgeoisie", may arise just
as easily as situations in which a "strong proletariat" fa11s victim to a "weak
bourgeoisie." The historical trend gives no answer to the needs of a specific
situation. The latter is determined rather by a multitude of interacting and
counteracting forces within the world scene, which no one can really com-
prehend sufficiently to base his actions on a "correct theory." The whole of
the existing socio-economie relations precludes a really planned revolution as
we11 as it precludes a planned economy or any other kind of planning of
social life in capitalism. The theorist has to be satisfied with approximations.
The revolutionist has to take risks. The proof of the force of the revolution
rests in the revolution itself.

Only spontaneous reactions to changed situations bring about real class
movements. In such situations, each class can act correctly onlt insofar as it
acts in accordance with its specific needs. The bourgeoisie cannot act for the
werkers, nor the latter for the bourgeoisie, unless it sacrifices it's own class
interesta. The Spanish workers we re defeated the moment when, considering
more than their own class needs, they did not hinder the transformation of
the anti-capitalist into the anti-fascist struggle.
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lIl.
There are and there will be, brought forward a number of reasens why

the Loyalists ~ere defeated. The "Marxists" will have t?e "be~t" explana-
tions. They will point to the general backwardness of Spain, w~lch ex.cluded
from the beginning a success of the revolutionary forces - as .If Spain was
not a part of the world but situated on another planet, They will point out
the "betrayals" of the "democratie nations" which, against their "bet~er in.
terests " sacrificed Spain as they had before sacrificed Czechoslovakia and
Ethio;ia - as if these countries could have "principles" to which they co~ld

h ". ." t" Inbe true or untrue. 'They wi11 say t at non-intervention was no non-in-
tervention" but action against the Loyalists - as if the bourgeoisie ~as not
alwavs spoken of "order" wh en it defended disorder, of peace when it pr.e.
pared for war of non-intervention the more it intervened. Or they wIH
blame the Anarchists, and they, in turn, the "Communists," and both wi11 be
blameJ by the Trotskyites, who wi11 score new ~;ium,~hs f~o~ this new
evidence that no revolution can succeed without a real Leninist party and
a "reai" International.

However a11 these arguments will be brought forward not so much as
explanations o'f the defeat, but rather as excus.es for inacti~ity, or .as attempts
to screen counter-revolutionary activities, or sirnply as busmess tncks to cash
in on the defeat of the Spanish workers. In this conneetion it must be noted
that until the actual defeat, a11 supporters of the Loyalist cause could see
nothing but the inevitability of the Republican victory. The more the work-
ers were driven back by their own anti-fascist government, the nearer seemed
to be Franco's end. But now that the Loyalists are finished, these sa~e
people, forgetting a11 their previous predictio.ns, are just as ready to explain
down to the last detail why Franco won. Like the sellers of any.other com-
modity, the salesmen for the Loyalist cause had to guarante~ th~lr ware ~s
safe, secure, and everlasting, till it rotted away und.er their fingers. This
business gone, they wi11 now turn again from the selling of actual goods. to
the se11ing of mere recipes for the next political stew. In accordance with
the formula "maybe 1'11wake up dead tomorrow,"* the cookbooks of the
diverse People's Front parties, the anarchists included, will be able only to
prescribe a warming up of what has already decayed.

We are very little interested in proving once more th at l\1arxis:s know
best what hits them. We were not very much excited over the Loyalist cau~e
as such, over embargo questions, non-intervention, betrayals of "dem~r~tlc
nations," or desertions of labor organizations and leaders. A11 these c~ndltlOns
were to be expected and they did not even surprise. those apparently I.nnocent
people who imagined the ruling classes of democratl~ countnes to be interest-
ed in the "anti-fascist" struggle in Spain. With their ernpty chatter as. to the
wonders of bolshevik discipline, the geniality of Caballero, an.d the pass~ons of
the Pasionaria the "modern liberals" merely covered up their real desire for
the destructien of a11 revolutionary possibilities latent in the Civil War and
their preparation for the possible war over the Spanish issue in the interest of

*M. Fraenkel in "The Phoenix". Vol. I, No. 2, p. 102.
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their diverse fatherlands. Their slogans, policies, predictions, demands, how-
ever different in sound, were of the same character and functioned in the
same way as the non-intervention phrase of the bourgeoisie proper.

IV.
Of interest to us are precisely those aspects of the Spanish Civil War

which have no interest at a11 for anti-fascist organizations. As in a11previous
uprisings of workers and pauperized peasants, the outstanding fact was that
the masses of Spain we re more radical, more "left", more extreme, than their
leaders and the organizations controlled by them. Not that they operated a-
gainst their organizations, not that they sawa barrier between themselves and
their organizations, but the change of policy whieh came about as soon as the
uprising turned into the order of the new regime, shows suffieiently th at there
was a wider gap between the acting masses and their organizations than the
wor kers were as yet able to realize. The mass actions in the summer and fall
of 1936, in which organized and unorganized wor kers participated, were
neither instigated, nor directed, nor extended, by the officialleadership of the
various organizations, the anarchist trade unions included, but by the worken
themselves and by the force of eircumstance to which the workers bidden or
unbidden reacted. Their aetivities in the economie sphere are described at an-
other place in this issue.* Here we will state only that wh at was truly rev-
olutionary in the Spanish Civil War resulted from the direct actions of the
workers and pauperized peasants, and not because of a specific form of labor
organization nor an especia11y gifted leadership. It must be said, however,
that the greater freedom within the les s centralized anarcho-syndicalist
unions was reflected in a greater self-initiative of anarcho-syndicalist workers.
The revolutionary results of the spontaneous actions of the Spanish workers
in the J uly days disappeared with the change from self-initiative and selt-
aetion of the workers to organization decrees, party decisions, and govern-
mental rule, and the whole machinery set up anew to control the masses.

Just as in Russia the Bolsheviks were only belatedly and reluctantly
ready to recognize the accomplished expropriation of the means of production
by the workers through the "nationalization" of industry, so in Spain, or to
be specific, in Catalonia, the Generalitat-the Government - published the
Decree of Collectivization in October, 1936,** after the eo11ectivization had
already been carried out. "The decree, which apparently answered the needs
of the Catalan workers, and which was received with great joy by the major-
ityof them, was in reality a filehing of socialization."*** It not only
restricted collectivization; the workers ceased to be rea 1 masters of the means
of production through a clever organizational arrangement which made the
Ministry of Economy the real ruler. Private commerce, furthermore, was

*Collectivization in Spain. (Certain statements in this artiele, however, are
not shared by the Groups of Council Communists.)

"Compare Council Correspondence. Vol. n, No. 11; Vol. m. No. 3, and
Vol. nr, No. 5.

***Gaston Leval, Social Reconstruction in Spain. London 1938, p. 7.
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retained in its entirety. The unions were not directing production, but hoped
to do so eventuaUy. Even if they would have succeeded, not the wor kers but
the union bureaucracy, on the basis of their conceptions of socialization,
would have controlled production, and, with that, distribution. "We have
not made the Revolution in Cat a 1 u n a yet," wrote the anarchist
Santillan. *
"The traditional program of the CNT is certainly not th~t .whi~h has been
put in practice since July 19th ... The new State of Cataloma IS neither better
nor more tolerabIe than the old one. It is worse. And it is worse because
the bureaueratic parasitism is greater. The bureaucrac~ threatens t~. devo:ur
the revolution and to this danger we contribute along with all the anti-fasclst
parties in a considerable degree."
Legal collectivization was the end of real collectivization. In February,
1938, the N ew 'York Times could write happily:
"The principle of State, intervention and cont~ol of busin~~ aI?-d industry,
as against werkers' control of them in the guise of collectlvlzatlOn, IS grad-
ually being established in Loyalist Spain. by a series .of. decrees n?w appear-
ing. Coincidentally there is to be estabhshed the principle of pr~vate own-
ership and the rights of corporations and companies to what IS lawfully
theirs under the Constitution."

v.
It is often thought that the anarchists had to retreat before the govern-

mental forces, and cooperate with them, because they failed to establish their
own political power instruments. It is assumed that the anarchists did not pay
sufficient attention to the political needs of the revolution, because they were
convineed th at whoever controls industry also controls society, and that the
real power was already transferred to the workers and their syndicates, and
that, under such conditions, even the participation in the government was no
break with anarchist principles, as this political government had already been
reduced to a mere extension of the economie government. However, the truth
of the matter is that in the beginning, the anarchists had both political and
economie power, the former being expressed in the armed workers and the
temporary disappearance of the official government. They did not choose
between the one or the other set of powers, but sacrificed both in the interest
of anti-fascist harmony. They accepted the collectivization decree as weU as J
the order to disarm the workers' militias, for they actually preferred the
mere anti-fascist to a decisive struggle against capitalism. The CNT entered
the government precisely at that moment when the curtailment of werkers'
power began, and helped to prepare the ground on which it later was to slide
down itself to become a mere servant to the strictly capitalistic government.
The latter controlled all spheres of the social and economie life through the
"civil guards, the assault guards, and aU the other forces of repression which
it especially organized. And the workers had lost their battle."**

There existed for the anarchist organizations two possibilities: They
could either drive the anti-capitalist struggle forward, or subordinate thern-

*D. A. Santillan, After the Revolution. New York 1937; pp. 121/125.
**Leval, Social Reconstruction in Spain, p. 9. ".
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selves under the anti-fascist capitalistic government and its limited objectives,
That this government was out to safeguard capitalism, the anarchists knew,
that to support this government could only mean that the CNT, too, had to
help to coordinate the masses to those limited goals, they also knew. To drive
the anti-capitalist struggle forward meant to set the anarchist workers and
their foUowers against the whole of the capitalist world. If the international
proletariat would not come to their help, there seemed only the certainty that
they would have been crushed by the overwhelrning strength of the extern al
and internal counter-revolution. The same result would have happened if
the wor kers, independent of their organizations, would have expanded the
power gained during the first weeks of the revolution. Not onlv to save
themselves, but to save also the revolutionary workers from certain defeat,
the anarchist organizations felt it necessary to hamper the continuation of the
revolution, and to seek a cornpromise with the counter-revolutionary anti-
fascist forces. The simple consideration that one enemy is better than two
explains the action of the anarchists, and it is here of no real importance te
note that this consideration harmonized also with the specific organizational
interests and aspirations of ambitious leaders. They were reasonably con-
vineed th at a Spanish revolution would not arouse the international working
class to solidarity action, and thus, aside from all other considerations con-
nected with the diverse "vested interests" which bound large labor organiza-
tions to capitalist society, they were willing to accept a compromise solution.
Their class collaboration policy could lead to nothing but the immediate
defeat of the workers' interests in this revolution and the gearing of those
workers to struggles determined by interests foreign to them.

It is argued in defense of the anarchist tactics that after aH they enabled
the anti-fascist struggle to proceed two years longer than would have been the
case if a struggle for aU or nothing would have been carried on. "Whatever
one's opinion of the tactics of the Spanish struggle might be," writes Sen ex
in the February (1939) issue of Va/lguard,

"th ere can be no dispute about tht overwhelming historie significance of th is
struggle, It acted as a formidable breakwater to the sweeping fascist wave.
That it continued acting in this capacity for more than two years was due in
no small measure to the realistic policy pursued by the revolutionary forces
affording them some chances of survival as. against the certainty of a total
annihilation facing them two years ago."

This argument rnay as well be turned around, and it may be said with the
same assurance that if two years of anti-fascist struggle were without avail,
nothing wiU prevent fascism from coming to power. Two years of hopeless
struggle may impress and depress workers equally: the result 'is what reallv
counts at present. And as regards the "certainty of total annihilation facing
them two years ago," the present Franco victory will neglect th is phase of
the matter least of aIl, and we need not speak of the hundreds of rhousands
of workers killed and wounded during the preceding years, butchered by
fascists and anti-fascists alike.
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VI.
The discussions as to the "wrong" or "right" tactics of the anarchist!

are quite beside the point. The CNT contained reformist, opportunist, com-
promising elements as weIl as consistent proletarian revolutionists. In
Catalonia they represented a revolutionary force, which nevertheless, could
act as such only under conditions favoring consistent revolutionary actioris.
With the change of those conditions the conformist elements within the CNT
began to dominate the organizations, still further hampering the exertion of
revolutionary energies. The radical elements within the CNT we re de-
feated by their own organization as weIl as by the general developmental
trend. There were not "wrong" or "right" anarchist tactics ; there were two
different tactics, and the radical tendency was defeated because it was defend-
ed by a small minority under extremely unfavorable conditions. Their revo-
lutionary phraseology could serve only to cover up the non-revolutionary
practice of the organization as a whole. Even the revolutionists had to serve
the counter-revolution.

After the first successful attacks upon the fascist counter-revolution, new
decisions had to be made. Fascism could not be crushed with a few bold
strokes. The future held war, and the necessities of th is war began to de-
termine all actions. Germany and Italy intervened in their own and Franco's
interests. England, France, and Russia were unwilling to apply the same
rnethods of intervention, for to send French against Italian troops meant to
come too close to a war which they did not want just yet. Their intervention
had the twofold task of destroying aU revolutionary potentialities of the Civil
War, and of preventing the subjugation of Spain under the complete dom-
inance of the Rome-Berlin axis. Russia was selected as best fitted to perform
the actual destruction of the revolutionary forces latent in the Civil War, and
to change the character of the war to a diploma tic game enforced by blood
and fire. Weapons and illusion we re imported into Spain, weapons to exclude
a speedy victory of Franco and IUusions as to the character of the expected
help from the "democratie countries," an attitude which helped to turn mass
opinion against consistent revolutionary policies. U nder the pressure of the
fascist armies, it seemed necessary, in order to avoid defeat, to rely upon hel~
from countries opposed to Italian-German imperialism. The foreign invasion,
furthermore, gave the anti-fascist struggle an outspoken nationalistic turn.
The non-revolutionary elements in the Loyalist camp were made more en-
thusiastic by the slogan "Spain for the Spaniards,' than by anti-capitalistic
propositions. AU but questions of war were postponed. AU but the war
parties lost immediately in influence, The organizations concerned exdusively
with the defeat of Franco and seemingly able to attract outside help became
the dominating organizations. The postponement of the social revolution
considerably reduced the influence of the revolutionists upon the masses,
What they said did not matter, and what they did was exactly what every-
body else had to do. Russian tanks, airplanes, foodships, were realities which
were more ernphatic than all the revolutionary principles. ,.
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The same gold that bought "help" from Russia also bought arms from
the German enemy. T'his, however, was brought to light by Negrin only
af ter the defeat of his government. It shows, nevertheless, that the "help"
rendered by Russia had no other motive than had the German intervention.
Russia sold weapons in order to strengthen the position of her French ally by
attempting to hamper the German advance in Spain, and Germany sold
weapons to the same side in order to impress upon Franco the need for
German and Italian help to gain his objectives. The struggle in Spain was
prolonged and extended and hampered because of the rivalries between the
various countries involved. In this process, however, the imperialistic features
of th is war became the clearer the more the revolutionary aspects disappeared,
and it was only a question of time when the support of the Loyalist could
mean nothing but the obvious support of one imperialistic camp against
another.

If Franco must be defeated, so must the revolution. This attitude ex-
plains the intervention of the "democratie" powers. A speedy victory of the
Loyalists could very weU mean the releasing of the revolutionary energies
latent in the Civil War situation, especially in view of the restless wor kers in
France. However, if it we re possible to win Franco for the English-French
interests, his victory would be desired, for he would be better able to establish
th at "order" in society which best secures the continuation of capitalism.
Difficulties in Franco's way may force him to reconsider his alliances; the
need for capital at any rate may draw him into the English camp. Never
we re the "anti-fascist" powers anti-fascist, their struggle was directed against
a Spanish fascism not friendly to British interests. The Loyalists were sup-
ported by the "democratie" powers just as far as was necessary to impress
upon Franco the need to consider England and France and just as far as was
necessary to give the capitalistic elements on the Loyalist side dominanee in
the Civil War.

The defeat of the Loyalists and, with that, the success of fascism cor-
responded to the extern al and internal needs of Italy and Germany. The
reasons for their intervention were always clear. However, a speedy victory
of Franco would increase his independence, and the danger that he might,
though a fascist to the core, come to terms with the "democratie" countries in
his own interest, caused the fascist countries to send just as many troops and
ammunitions as were necessary only to maintain him, so that he might always
realize that his success depended on the continued support of the Rome-Berlin
axis. The whole mystery which surrounded the Civil War was due to the
fact th at here was a war fought between imperialistic nations which had at
this time no desire to enter upon a general world conflict. It was a war
which, furthermore, was crossed with social upheavals within the country
that provided the battle ground for the imperialistic rivalries, and in which
not even the interests of the allies in each camp were properly coordinated,
for England acted against French interests and Germany against ltalian
interests. Under cover of "non-intervention", this manifold struggle of
diverse forces could best proceed. Thus the play of the next world war was
rehearsed on the model stage of Spain,
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The verdict of Munich broke the Franco-Russian alliance. France
retreated before advancing Germany. Munich decided the Spanish struggle
in the interest of General Franco. The Loyalists collapsed as soon as England
and France were ready to accept Franco in the conviction that he is now able
and more eager than ever to come to terms with France and England. The
actual strength of the Rome-Berlin axis and that of England and France will
determine whom Franco will serve, and whom he has to serve. The open
intervention of England in the Minorca affair, the sending of more and still
more French troops to Africa, indicate clearly enough that the imperialistic
con test for Spain has only entered another stage, this time cleared of all
secondary aspects and open to decisive consequences of the diverse imperi-
alistic needs. The open imperialistic struggle follows the hidden imperialistic
struggle, and only the power realities of the near future will show who won
the first round in th is world conflict.

VII.

The forces of the coming world war are maturing. The time is already
here when the "democratic countries" can allow themselves to drop all con-
siderations regarding the werking class. The war ideology is here, and is
just as forceful as in the fascist countries. The internal English policy
during the Czechoslovakian crisis, the weakening of the revolutionary forces
in France through the People's Front policies, have successfully created a
situation which Sir Stafford Cripps in his recent Memorandum to the Labor
Party of England has described as follows:
"A great volume of anti-Government feeling has grown up all over the
country. This state of indeterminate opposition is liable to be swung over
to the support of the Government by some international e".ent, by ~ c~ange
of Chamberlain's foreign policy or by an appeal to national umty if the
crisis deepens. It is not at all unlikely that within the next few weeks
Chamberlain will armounce a reversal of his foreign volicy upon the basis
that he has tried appeasement and it has failed and that he must call on the
nation to unite behind him to light fascism in what will be a purely im-
perialistic war. When that moment comes, if public opinion is allowed to re-
main in its uncrystalized state, it will swing behind him, with results as
disastrous as these of 1914-1918."
The apparently non-nationalistic defense policies of the French and English
ruling classes have created sufficient oppositional nationalistic "feelings" in
the workers organizations and the "public at large," that at any time now a
war may be risked without any serious interferences of the working class,
The success of the counter-revolution in Spain will strengthen the reactionary
tendencies all over the world, in fascists as well as "democratie" countries.

VIII.

In speaking of Spanish labor organizations we have restricted ourselves
to dealing with the anarcho-syndicalists, because thcir organizations we re the
only ones which had revolutionary possibilities and contained large elernents
with outspoken proletarian intentions. The POUM could work only in the
shade of the CNT. It feIl victim to its competitor, the Stalinist party, as
soon as the CNT had lost its power to the capitalist governmenr. The "pro-
letarian" character of the POUM, furthermore, was of the same sort as th at
of the Bolshevik Party struggling for power twenty years ago. They aspired
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to some sort of state capitalism and party dictatorship whose meaning to the
workers was clearly enough demonstrated in Russia, Their actual policies
were as opportunistic as that of any ot her political group craving for a share
in the con trol of society and for eventual dominanee over it. We only have
to mention here that for the POUM, the Generalitat ceased to be a cap-
italistic government wh en it made a member of the POUM minister of
justice, and th at it was denounced again as capitalistic as soon as this member
was thrown overboard. Of the Socialists and "Communists" we need not
speak, They could not "betray" the Spanish workers, for it has become more
and more obvious in the last two decades that these organizations are able and
willing only to act as capitalistic instruments. Both in theory and practice
they have day by day during the Spanish Civil War run true to form; both
"Internationals of Labor" would just as well see Franco win than see a
proletarian revolution; both we re from the beginning and without restraint
engaged in destroying the revolutionary germs within the Civil War. AH
their considerations we re based on strictly capitalistic needs. In Februarv
1939, the International Federation of Trade Unions and the Socialist Inter-
national adopted a joint rcsolution on the Spanish situation. The resolution
stated* that the International,
"realizing the gravity of the events now taking place in Spain, and the im-
minent prospect of a renewed diplomatie offensive by the Governments of
HitIer and Mussolini, insists on the grave dangers whieh would follow for
France, Great Britain and the other democratie and peaceloving nations if
Catalonia were conquered by the foreign invaders."
The workers of Spain we re not even considered. But even these declarations
were only ordinary swindle. The many anti-fascist declarations of interna-
tional congresses were not even carried back into those countries in which the
organizations affiliated to the International of Trade Unions have great in-
fluence. The Government of Norway, composed of social democrats, decided
to establish commercial relations with Franco. The same holds true for
Sweden, Finland, Denmark. In Belgium the former minister-president Spaak,
backed up by the socialist leaders, recognized Franco. None of the social
demoeratic parties of these countries or the organizations affiliated to the
Trade U nion International have pronounced a word of objection to th is
social democratie government policy. The Spanish workers had not only the
whole of the international bourgeoisie directed against them but also the
whole of the official labor movement. The fact th at the workers of the world
have not as yet turned against the people who relegate extreme political
opinions into the concentration camp explains their recent defeat in Spain as
well as the still existing strength of capitalism. In Spain was once more
demonstrated that the revolution must be international, since the counterrevo-
lution is international; th at a unity of organizations for limited capitalistic
purposes cannot expand the revolutionary forces of the working class; that
wh at is necessary is a class front of the workers entirely free from capitalistic
objectives and alliances; and th at only the bitter ideology of the concentration
camp is able to free the workers from the vast concentration camp that the
world under capitalism is becoming.

"Bulletin of the International Federation of Trade Unions. No. 5.
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COLLECTIVIZATION IN SPAIN
In a previous issue" we have en-

deavored to refute one of the main
fa11acies that conceal from the in-
ternational working c I a s s the
particular importance of that new
phase of the Spanish revolution
which was inaugurated by the events
of July 19, 1936. In spite of the
rapidly increasing amount of Iitera-
ture on Spain today there is not
available up to now any fuIl report
of what from our point of view we
would call the real contents of the
present struggles in revolutionary
Spain. Of course, one would not ex-
pect such information on the reaUy
interesting facts from those progres-
sively-minded people who even to-
day go on to interpret the intensified
class struggles, wars, and civil wars
of contemporary history as so many
expressions of an ideological strug-
gle between a fascist and a democ-
ratic "principle". Yet the aetual con-
tent of that so-called spiritual
struggle is not revealed any better
by those apparently objective and
realistic historians who dismiss the
civil war aspects of the present
developments in Spain (not to speak
of the less conspicuous confIicts
between the various groups of the
loyalist popular front) as a very
subordinate phase of that battle
between various imperialistic groups
that according to them constitutes
t h e essence of all present-day
political developments on a world-
wide scale, As against both the
"idealistic" and the "realistic" su-
perficiality of the bourgeois histo-
rians, the proletarian reader is
referred once more to the illuminat-
ing report of the first seven months
of so-called coIlectivization in revo-
lutionary Spain published by the
Spanish workers themselves for the
express purpose to break the con-
spiracy of silence and distortion by
which of all the aspects of the recent

·See Living Marxlsm, Vol. IV, No. 3, May
1939, pp. 76-82.
• "See Collectlvlzations. L'oeuvre eenstruc-
live de la Revolution Espagnole. Receuil
de documents. Editions C. N. T. - F. A.
1., 1937, 244 pages.
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events in Spain just this one truly
revolutionary aspect has been almost
entirely annihilated .••

For the first time since the post-
war revolutionary period led to
various experiments in socialization
in Soviet Russia, Hungary, and
Germany the struggle of the Spanish
workers against capitalism as de-
seribed here shows us a new type of
transition from capitalist to corn-
munal methods of production that
has been achieved, though incom-
pletely, in an imposing variety of
forms. The significanee of this revo-
lutionary experience is not impaired
even though all of these advances
toward a new, free, communal
economy were in the meantime
nullified and destroyed. The revo-
lutionary achievements of the work-
ers were frustrated either from
without by the advancing counter-
revolution, or from the inside by
their apparent allies within the an-
tifascist front. The workers were
forced into abandoning the fruits of
their struggle either by open sup-
pression or, more often, under
pretext of the "higher necessity" of
disciplined warfare. To a large ex-
tent the revolutionary achievements
of the first hour were even sacrificed
voluntarily by their very initiators
in a vain attempt to further thereby
the main a i m of the common
struggle against fascism.

Even so, the endeavors of the
Spanish workers on the social and
economie front have not been en-
tirely in vain. The violent liquida-
tion of the Paris Commune of 1871
and, an epoch later, of the Hunga-
rian and Bavarian Soviet revolu-
tions, as weIl as the slower, less
obvious self-liquidation of the first
revolutionary content of Russian
Soviet socialism have not annihilated
the significanee of any of those great
attempts of the past to establish and
test a new type of state for the
transition to socialism. Similarly the
u I t i mat e destruction of the
her edescribed collectivization
measures by friend and foe in
from the historial importance of the
present-day Spain dc;iracts nothing

new, free type of communal produc-
tion attempted here for the fust
time on a larger seale. The study of
this movement, its conceptions and
methods, its successes and failures,
and the consequent recognition of its
strength and weakness is therefore
of lasting importance to that class
conscious and revolutionary section
of the international proletariat to
whom the book is expressly address-
ed and to whom it gives a careful
account of this effort at self-emanci-
pation begun by the Spanish work-
ing class. Moreover, this careful
account of the methods and results
of co11ectivization in the industria11y
most advanced pro vince of Spain,
authorized by the leading labor or-
ganizations of Catalonia (the syndi-
calist C. N. T. and the anarchist F.
A. I.), is of general theoretical im-
portance as a historica I souree book
of the first rank. The editors en-
deavor, as far as possible to let "tbe
Spanisb revolutionista speak for
tbemselves." Besides a number of
short sketches necessary to complete
the picture, the co11ection offered by
them contains original documents,
decrees of expropriation, reports of
the syndicates (unions) , resolutions,
statutes, etc., and reports, interviews
and accounts on the various in-
dustries and localities by the func-
t ion a r i e s of the revolutionary
movement. This character of a
pure souree b ook is followed
consistently in style and material
and thus a work has resulted which
is intensely human while meeting the
most rigid requirements of scientific
objectivity. These simple reports
and narratives of the common folk
in city and village, never dry or
boresome, in their pathos unblurred
by pretentious retouching repro duce
the voice of the Spanish revolution,
the action of the pro Ietari at, as it is
and together with the documentary
material I end authenticity and
veracity to the work. It is almost
SuperfIuous for the authors to dec-
Iare at the end that "in this book
will be found neither praise nor
slander, neither exaggerations nor
protestations." "We have simply
allowed the Spanish worker to telI
the whole world what he has done to
maintain and defend his freedom
and welfare."

Of the four parts of the book the
first deals with the general character
of the "new co11ective economy"
and, in an annexed short review of
"Catalonian Economy", explains the
commanding position of Barcelona
in the Spanish economy as a whole
and the ensuing decisive role of the
industrial workers of Catalonia in
the social struggles of the Spanish
working class. In the second part
the methods and results of coIlective
labor in the different branches of in-
dustry are presented. The third and
fourth parts give a deseription, by
geogrsphical districts, cities and
villages, of the rise and operation of
a more or less completed communal
economy.

In contrast to various other
"socialization decrees" of recent
European history the co11ectivization
decree of the Catalonian Economic
Council of October 10, 1936, re-
printed in fu11 on pages 32-42, is but
the legalization of changes in in-
dustry and transport t h a t had
already been accomplished in facto
"It contains no special directions
that transeend the limits already set
by the spontaneous movement of the
workers." There were no lengthy
investigations on the "tasks and
limits of collectivizations," no arbi-
trarily selected body of learned ex-
perts, lacking a11real authority such
as the notorious "Permanent Special
Commision" of the French February
revolution of 1848, or its faithful
copy, the German "Socialization
Commission" of 1918-19. The syn-
dicalist and anarchist labor move-
ment of Spain, weIl prepared for this
task by many years of incessant
discussion carried into the remotest
corners of the country, were better
informed and possessed a much more
realistic conception of the necessary
steps to achieve their economie aims
than had been shown, in similar
situations, by the so-called "Marx-
ist" labor movement in other parts
of Europe. It is true that in this
first heroic phase the S\lanish move-
ment to a certain extent, neglected
the political and juridical safeguard-
ing of the new economie and social
conditions it had achieved. Even
this initial mistake, which could be
only partially remedied later, was
difficult to avoid under the condi-
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tions. Except for the "Committes of
Anti-Fascist Militias" formed by
representatives of the libertarian
labor movement themselves there
was at that early time neither an ex-
ecutive authority nor a par liament."
Nor were there any large capitalist
proprietors to be expropriated. A
considerable portion of the largest
enterprises were owned by foreign
capita!. lts representatives, like the
native large capitalists, had been
more or less open supporters of the
rebelling generais. Both groups f!.ed
as soon as the Franco rebellion in
Barcelona had failed unless they had
anticipated that possibility and, like
Juan March and Francois Cambo,
had shrewdly abandoned the country
they consecrated to civil war. The
offensive against capital inaugurat-
ed by the Catalonian workers im-
mediately aftel' the heroic suppres-
sion of the Franco revolt resem bied
a war against an invisible enemy.
The directors of the great railroads,
of the urban transportation com-
panies, of the shipping firms in the
harbor of Barcelona, the owners of
the textile factories in Tarrasa and
Sabadell had disappeared and it was
exceptional when during the seizure
of the street cal' system of Barcelona
the workers found in the administra-
tion buildings of the big monopolistic
concerns a lonely, trembling creature
whose life and liberty they could
spare by a magnanimous impulse.

Thus the Catalonian proletariat
established itself at will in the cap-
italist plants and offices that had
been deserted by their erstwhile
masters. The collectivized enter-
prises aftel' seizure by the workers
operated in similar fashion as "the
stock companies of capitalist eco-
nomy." 'I'he general meetings of
the workers proceeded to elect coun-
cils in which all activities of the
plants are represented-production,
administration, technical service, etc.
Permanent connection wit h the
rest of industry was maintained by
the representatives of the trade
union central bodies, who also partic-
ipated in the sessions of the councils.

'FoT a more detailed description see the
previously mentioned article. Economics
and Politics in Revolutionary Spain in
Living Marxism. No. 3, May 1938.
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The business management itself was
left to a director selected by the
workers of each shop, in the more
important enterprises subject to the
consent of the general council of the
respective industry; th ere is no
reason why he should not be the
former owner, manager or director,
of the socialized enterprise.

However, this external similarity
by no means signifies th at collectivi-
zation did not essentially change the
system of production of the in-
dustrial and commercial enterprises.
It merely demonstrates the relative
ease with which under equally for-
tunate circumstances as had offered
themselves here - deep and far
reaching changes in production
management and wage payment can
be accomplished without great for-
mal and organizational transforma-
tions. Once the resistance of the f or-
mer economie and political rulers
was completely eliminated for a
time, the armed workers could pro-
ceed directly from their military task
to the positive one of continuing and
transforming production for which
they had prepared themselves in
what had seemed to many observers
to be boundless and "utopian"
dreams in the preceding period.

Even for th at most intricate
problem of socialism, the coltee-
tivization of agriculture, these work-
ers had prepared a completely real-
istic program unmarred by haste, ex-
aggeration or psychological blunders.
The resolution on the collectivization
of the land which had been passed
by the congress of the C. N. T.. in
Madrid in June, 1931, and which
since, through all the vicissitudes of
an advancing and retreating revo-
lutionary movement, had been spread
and carefully explained throughout
the land by anarchist and syndicalist
propagandists, gave now practica!
guldance for action in July and
August, 1936 to the agricultural
laborers and small tenant farmers
left entirely to their own initiative,
unhampered by any e x ter n a I
authority or tutelage. The con-
crete forms in which this task
was solved by th e agr icult.urnl
producers themselves is iIlustra~ed
by a resolution of the full meetmg
of the Catalonian agricultural work-
ers an d by the regulations and 01'--,.

ganization plans subsequently adopt-
ed by various districts and communes
in the agricultural year 1936-37.

Only the main points of the de-
tailed and exact marmer of present-
ing the collectivization in the most
important single industries - trans-
port, textile, food and others - that
take up the second part of the book
can be discussed here. These chap-
ters show not only the new social 01'-

ganization of the industries, but
mark distinctly the beginnings of the
great successes resulting from the
economie and social initiative of the
libertarian labor movement for the
workers themselves and even more so
in maintaining and expanding pro-
duction. We read of the abolition of
inhuman working conditions, of
wage increases and reduction in
hours, of various new forms of
equalizing wages between various
types of wor kers, skilled and unskill-
ed, male and female, adults and
juveniles, of "salaire unique" and
"salaire familia!. " We see how the
question of raising and improving
production in every industry assumes
increasing importance from week
to week. We read of entirely new in-
dustries such as the optical industry,
called into being by the revolution
itself. We hear of the process by
which some branches of industries
lacking unobtainable foreign raw
materiaIs, or not necessary for the
immediate needs of the population
were now quickly adapted to procur-
ing the more pressing war materiaIs.
We are told the pathetic story of
those poorest strata of the working
class who voluntarily sacrificed their
at last improved conditions in order
to assist in war production and to
aid the war victims and refugees
from Franco-oecupled territory.

However, these negative virtues of
sacrifice and self denial under which
the great achievements of the revo-
lutionary Spanish workers in the last
two years has too often been sub-
merged by their more or less sympa-
thetic foreign observers, do not
claim our main interest in this
matter. Our main interest in this
first period of Spanish collectiviza-
tion is in the important role played
by the particular type of trade
uniQns most characteristically rep-
resented by the workers of Catalonia

and Valencia that until recently was
attacked and despised by the pro-
sperous trade unions of England and
the powerful Marxist organizations
of middle and eastern Europe as a
utopian form doomed to failure in
any serious situation. These syndi-
calist formations, anti-party and
anti-centralistic, were entirely based
on the free action of the working
masses. Their whole business, routine
as weIl as emergency activities, had
been managed from the outset not
by professionalofficialdom, but by
the elite of the workers in the re-
spective industries. That same con-
scious elite represented by revolu,
tionary acting committees, created
by the fighting workers within and
without the uni ons to meet the
various problems as they arose, fur-
nished the initiative, endurance, ex-
ample, and activity for the basic
achievements of the new revolution-
ary period. This historie lesson of
Spanish collectivization is of perma-
nent importance for the organiza-
tional and tactical developement of
the revolutionary movement.

The energy of the anti-State at-
titude of the revolutionary Spanish
proletariat, unhampered by self-
created organizational or ideological
obstacles explains all their surprising
successes in the face of overwhelm-
ing difficulties. It explains the fact,
unprecedented by a n y previous
European experience, that revolu-
tionary collectivization in Spain from
the outset and as a matter of course
was extended to the State and
municipal enterpriaes as weIl as to
private capitalist concerns. In this
conneetion the account of the col-
lectivization of the State Petroleum
Monopoly and of the public services
(light, power, and water works)
generally is of the greatest interest.
Even the otherwise somewhat ex-
uberant description of the rapid
"100 % collectivization of the barber
shops" and of the equally successful
"social regulation of street-trade" in
Barcelona, eloquent}y testify to the
peculiar creative power of the revo-
lution even in a spbere whose very
existence conflicts with it though
they add very little to the real solu-
tion of such difficult border prob-
lems of the proletarian revolution as
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those dealing with handieraft and
commerce. The real contributions of
the Spanish revolution to these ques-
tions are only indirectly touched in
conneetion with the already mention-
ed problem of agricultural produc-
tion and in the discussion (contained
in parts 4 and 5) of the various
forms in which collectivization has
been achieved on alocal scale by
measures more or less affecting the
entire production and mode of ex-
istence of the smaller cities and
country districts.

The no longer theoretical but
purely descriptive character of these
last two parts prevents rendition of
even a small fraction of its rich con-
tents in this short review. Each of
these fourteen small narratives, ap-
parently sketch-like, but touching all
essential problems of society, reports
the more or less typical yet peculiar
features of the new life under the
varying local conditions based on the
general development of the country.
The description starts with the ad-
vaneed industrial conditions in the
textile center, Tarrasa, near the
capital, with .its 40,000 inhabitants
of whom 14,000 were workers,
11,000 of whom were organized in
the syndicalist C.N.T., while the rest
were in the social-democratic U.G.T.
From there through various interme-
diate stages it moves down to the
poorest, most primitive, small and
s m a I les t villages of Catalonia,
Aragon and LaMancha, located far

from all industrial and urban cul-
ture, yet deeply affected by the new
IUe. Here the publishers remark:
"And we notice continually that
great and real revolutionary progress
was made in the smaIl, thinly popu-
lated cities and v i I I a ges,
a more imp 0 r t a n t prog-
re ss undoubtedly than in the eities
with the greater populations." This
praise of simplicity and poverty is in
strange contrast to the materialistic
ideas of the Marxist movement but
has long been characteristic of thie
other form of labor movement which
in the trenches of the Spanish
civil war and in the equally heroic
endurance of the suffering popula-
tions of Madrid, Barcelona, and
Valencia carried on the struggle of
the working class temporarily de-
feated everywhere in the rest of
Europe. The sentiment here de-
scribed reaches its climax in the con-
cluding sketch ab out a little country
town situated in a thinly populated
province of La Manche. There the
workers were at all times utterly de-
prived of modern material and cul-
tural comfort. Nevertheless, they
had all been organized in their syn-
dicates since 1920 and had now been
among the first to completely adopt
the new life of libertarian commun-
ism. Referring to this experience,
the book ends in the pathetic state-
ment: "Membrilla is perhaps the
poorest eity in Spain, but it is the
justest."

Karl Korach

MARXISM AND MARGINAL UTILITY
ECONOMICS

Recently the editors of Common Sense* have once more dealt with the
"unscientific" character of Marxism by pointing out that
"Ricardo's lab or theory of value, taken over by Marx and embellished with
the theory of surplus value, was abandoned long ago by all but the Marxist
economists, and a whole branch of "marginal utility" economics developed,
of which Marx could know nothing ... that even in the Soviet Union (so far as
Five Year Plans go, if not at the Marx-Engels Institute) marginal utility
economics have displaced the useless and misleading Marxian economics."
However, what is brought forward here as an argument against Marxism is
in reality only another confirmation of it. Certainly, the Russian state-cap-
italism, in which class relations are continued, cannot employ the Marxian

*Marx over Europe. Common Sense, September 1938, p. 4.
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science, for this science consists of nothing but the cr itique of those selfsame
capitalistic conditions, which characterize Russia and every other capitalistic
country. For the purpose of justifying the exploitation of the workers, the
inequalities of income, and the accumulation of capital th at exist there, the
Marxian economie theories are certainly useless. Wh at Marx had said* of
the science of bourgeois economy - narnely, th at it reached its limits with
Ricardo because,
"He consciously made the antagonism of class interests, of wages and
profits, of profits and rents, the starting point of his investigation,"

holds equally true for Russian economie "science." The continued class
society forces Russian economie theory to embrace those ideological weapons
of bourgeois society which appears as economie theory, and to attempt to de-
stroy even th at kemel of truth contained in Classical econorny, which served
the Marxists as a basis of attack upon the whole capitalistic society.

The development of marginal utility economics is closely connected with
the difficulty of the proponents of the classical theory to confute Marxist
theories, as both the Classicists and the Marxists based their argument on the
same objective value concept. The marginal utility school arose in defense
of capitalism, and its apology consisted in the construction of a value concept
which justified the prevailing class and income differentiations. The existing
inequalities based on the exploitation of labor were explained as an un-
defeatable natural law of diminishin ç utility, This theory, as was so well
stated by C. E. Ayres, **
"Only undertakes to demonstrate under any given conditions of income
distribution the automatic achievement of the maximum total of human
satisfaction: the greatest good of all. Even so, this poor-little-r ich-girl
notion which proposes to balance the surfeit of the rich against the pre ca-
rious existence of the poor is so extravagantly complacent that most eco-
nomists have hesitated to give it clear and unequivocal expression."
Though single concepts of th is theory were adopted by economists of ether
schools, nevertheless, as a general theory, it was slowly abandoned. The
N eo-Classicists, for instanee, did not bother themselves any longer with
questions as to the desirability or the justification of the prevailing economie
system: they sirnply took for granted that it was the best possible one, and
merely tried to find means of making it more efficient, acondition which forc-
ed them to restriet thernselves, as far as market phenornena we re concerned, to
mere price consi<Îerations. The value concept' was displaced by a cost-of-pro-
duction theory, which the N eo-Classicists thought sufficient to explain the ex-
isting division of wealth.

However, the question of utility was raised anew in rel at ion to the
problem of the allocation of resources in a socialist economy* * * and it was
pointed out that even with an acceptance of the labor theory OJ value, the
question of demand must be dealt with. It is clear th at no society can pre-

*K. Marx, Capita!. Vol. I, p. 18.
**The Problem of Economie Order. New York 1938, p. 43.
*·*Oscar Lange, On the Economie Theory of Soeialism. Minneapolis 1938.

'I'his book will be reviewed at length in the next issue of Living Marxism.
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The control of production by a particular group in society carries with
it their control of distribution. The division of society into rulers and ruled
as deemed necessary by Trotsky and as exists in Russia requires, be-
sides a sufficient number of bayonets, an ideology which convinces those who
are ru led that their status is natural, unavoidable, and beneficial. Income
differentiations and, with this, the format ion of additional group interests,
becomes an increasing necessity, and is accentuated still more by the political
need to preclude a unity of misery against the privileged in society. Because
Marxism could be ernployed only in opposition to such a state of affairs, it
had to be rejected, ignored,or emasculated in favor of evaluations supposedly
based on scarcity, utility, or demands ; for behind such terms, not only real
but also assumed utility, scarcity, and demand can be hidden and justified.
The "utility" of the one or the other social function or labor is first of all the
"utility" it has for the safeguarding of existing class relations and its cor-
responding mode of production. Not social needs will determine "utility",
but group interests. The class structure of society comes to light precisely in
its need for such evaluations. J ust as little as the privileges of the capitalists
results from their "utilitv" but from the fact that they control the means of
production and are thus ~ble to exploit the werkers, so little does "utility" ex-
plain the privileges of the Russian bureaucracy. Those privileges are also
based on the conditions of the control of the means of production by the
bureaucracy. A theory justifying class rule and exploitation is necessary in
Russia, and its acceptance of the defense theories of capitalism does not, as
the editors of Common Sense believe, indicate the faulty character of Marx-
ism, but its continued usefulness in the class struggle of the Russian wor kers
against their present masters.

vail which entirely disregards the real needs of its people; th at production is
impossible unless men are able to eat and work.
"Every child knows, too, that the mass of products corresponding to the
different needs require different and quantitatively determined masses of
the total labor of society. That this necessity of distributing social labor
in definite proportions cannot be done away with by t?e particular !orm of
social production, but can only change the form lt aaaumOa, IS self-
evident." *
However, the question of the allocation of resources to meet demand and in
the interest of economy as it is raised in modern economie theory has no con-
neetion with the sirnple and direct statement of Marx just quoted, but Is
determined by class considerations based on a particular form in which the
union of labor and the means of production is accomplished.

In Russia, as elsewhere, the means of production are not controlled by
the workers but are the monopoly of a special group in society. In the rela-
tions of the wor kers to the means of production, no difference exists between
a private property society and a state-capitalist system. The position of the
Russian bureaucracy to its workers is exactly the same as th at of the in-
dividual enterpreneur to his. The first need of th at bureaucracy is to safe-
guard its own position in order to develop industry and agriculture. Wh at-
ever else this bureaucracy may do, it has first of all to "plan" its own
security, and then to proceed to "plan" life for the rest of the population.
This is recognized not only by the present and supposedly "degenerated"
Russian bureaucracy, but was dear also to the "founders" of the Russian
state-capitalist system.

"As a general rule." Trotsky has said **, "man strives to a v 0 i d
labor. The problem before the social organization is just to bring 'laziness'
within a definite framework, to discipline it, and to pull mankind together ...
The only way to attract the labor power necessary for our economie problems
is to introduce compulsory labor service ... We can have no way to socialism
except by the authorative regulation of the economie forces and resources of
the country, and the centralized distribution of labor power in harmony
with the general State plan. The Labor State considers itself empower-
ed to send every worker to the place where his work is necessary. And not
one serious Socialist will begin to deny to the Labor State the right to lay
it's hand upon the worker who refuses to execute his labor duty."

After the question of product ion is thus settled, the question of distribution is
easily solved.
"We will retain, and for a long time will retain, the system of wages,"
Trotsky pointed out. **However, "Wages, in the form of money and of
goods, must be brought into the closest possible touch with the productivity
of individu al labor ... Those workers who do more for the general interest
than others receive the right to a greater quantity of the social product than
the Iazy, the careless, and the disorganizers. Finally, when it rewll;rds. sOJ?1e,
the Labor State cannot but punish others - those who are clearly mfrmgmg
labor solidarity, undermining the common work, andseriously impairing the
socialist renaissance of the country. Repression for the attainment of eco-
nomic ends is a necessary weapon of the Socialist dictatorship."

BaaK REVIEWS
Karl Marx. By Kar! Korsch. Chapman & Hall, London (6s.) John Wiley
& Sons, New York (247 pp.; $1.75) Order from: Council Correspondence,
P. O. Box 5343, Chicago, Ill.

to indicate, though inadequately, its
richness and value.

The' book is divided into three
parts: Society, Political Economy,
and History. Marxism is declared
"the genuine social science of our
time," and its superiority to the
pseudo social science of the bour-
geoisie is demonstrated throughout
the book.

Of the greatest importance to the
comprehension of social phenomena,
the author points out, is the grasp of
Marx's principle of historical apeci-
fication. Marx dealt with aU eco-
nomie, social and ideological eon-
cepts "only insofar as it is neeessary
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In conspicuous distinction to many
other interpretations of Marx, this
book concentrates upon the essen-
tials of Marxian theory and prae-
tice. The author restates "the most
important principles and contents of
Marx's social seienee in the light of
recent historical events and of the
new theoretical needs which have a-
risen under the impact of those e-
vents." The book is not out to please
the curious, nor to serve the apolo-
gists, nor does it correspond to any
particular group interest. Because
in its compactness and objectivity
the book is a useful theoretical tooI
for proletarian class aspirations, we
eannot in reviewing it do better than

*The Correspondence of Marx and Engels. New York 1934, p. 246.
**L. Trotsky, Dictatorship vs. Democracy. New York 1922, pp. 133-142.
***Ibid., p. 149.
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for his main theme, i. e., the speel-
fic character assumed by them in
modern bourgeois society." The so-
called 'general ideas' must always
have aspecific historical element.
For instanee, the false idealistic con-
cept of evolution as applied by bour-
geois social theorists "is cloaed on
both sides, and in all past and future
forms of society it rediscovers only
itself. The Mandan principle of oe-
velopement is, instead, open on both
sides. Marx defines the new com-
munist society arising out ~f the
proletarian revolution not only as
further developed forms of bour-
geois society, but as a new type
which is no longer to be basically
explained under any of the bour-
geois categories." How necessary
it is, and especially today, to re state
this Marxian position becomes clear
if only when we consider the recent
literature on socialism which envis-
ions the socialist society as a modi-
fied form of capitalism, and, under
different names, transfers all capi-
talistic categories into the "new" so-
ciety.

The principle of historical speci-
fication as employed by Marx does
not exclude a necessary degree of
generalization. However, it leads to
a new type of generalization. With
Marx, "The 'general' of the concept
is no Ionger set up against concrete
reality as another realm; but every
'generaI', even in its conceptional
form, necessarily remains aspecific
aspect or a mentally dissected part
of the historical concrete of existing
bourgeois society."

The present popular chatter about
the "methaphysics of dialectical
materialism," although not taken up
by Korsch are nevertheless an-
swered by him when he points out
that, "If Marx, indeed, took his start
from a critical and revolutionary
reversal of the principles inherent in
Hegel's method, he certainly went
on to develop, in a strictly empirical
manner, the specific methods of his
own materialistic critici sm and re-
scarch." The exitement of th e
latest "common-sense" critics is the
less warranted, as the Marxian
theory, "which deals with all ideas
as being connected with a definite
historical epoch and the specific
form of society pertaining to that
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epoch, recognizes itself as being just
as much an historical product as any
other theory pertaining to a definite
stage of social development and to
a definite social class."

The second part of the book
points out at the outset that "Polit-
ical Economy, dealing with the ma-
terial foundation of the existing
bourgeois state, is for the prol eta-
riat first and foremost an enemy
country." The author describes the
h i s tor y of bourgeois economie
thought concisely and weIl, and he
shows why any "genuine develop-
ment of Political Economy was
precluded by the real historical
development of bourgeois society."
Marx's critique of Political Economy
was not, as is often assumed, a fur-
t her i n g of bourgeois economie
science, but the theory of an im-
pending revolution. The differences
between the Classical and the Marx-
ist economie concepts are demon-
strated in a most enlightening man-
nel', and it is shown that the Marxian
improvements "upon classical eco-
nomic theory are important, not for
their purely formal advance over
the classical concept, but for their
definite tra n s fel' of economie
thought from the field of the ex-
change of commodities and of the
legal and moral conceptions of
'right' and 'w ron g' originating
therein to the field of material pro-
duction taken in its full social
significance. "

We think the finest chapters in
the book are those devoted to the
Fetiahiam of Commodities and the
Law of Value. The author shows
anew that, "The most general ideas
and principles of Political Economy
are mere fetishes disguising actual
social relations, prevailing between
individuals and classes within a
definite historical epoch of the
socio-economie formation," and he
points out further that the theoreti-
cal exposure of the fetishistic char-
acter of commodities is "not only
the kern el of the Marxian Critique
of Political Economy, but at the
same time the quintessence of the
economie theory of capital and the
most explicit and most exact defini-
tion of the theoretical and historical
standpoint of the whole materialistic
science of society." These chapters

I-

are so masterfully concentrated
without thereby losing clarity that
they make fee bIe any attempt at
re statement. The thoughts cannot
be coached in more terse and more
effective language and we can only
re strict ourselves to the statement
that the author sees the task of the
revolutionary proletariat as "the
ultimate destruction of capitalist
commodity fetishism by a direct
social organization of labor." The
meaning of the present social or-
ganization of labor, which is hidden
under the apparent value relations
of commodities, is demonstrated with
reference to the present illusionary
capitalistic "planning" attempts,
which can only still further disrupt
the "order" that is peculiar to capi-
talism and th at was brought about
by the blind necessities of a fetish-
istic law of value.

Another chapter exposes the com-
mon misunderstandings of th e
Marxian doctrine of value and sur-
plus value and is very timely
because of the new attacks launched
by "Iiberalism" upon the "unscien-
tific" character of Marxian economie
theory. For it is argued ever and
again that Marx's value theory must
be wrong since it approaches the
problem exclusively from the supply
side and is therefore unable to ap-
proach the real price problem. How-
ever, Korsch points out. "It was
never the intention of Marx to
deseend from the general idea of
value as expounded in the first
volume of Capital, by means of ever
closer determinants to a direct
determination of the price of corn-
modities. The particular importance
of the law of va1ue within Marx's
theory has nothing to do with a
direct fixation of the prices of corn-
modities by their value." The diverse
expositions of bourgeois economiste
attempting to prove discrepancies
between the law of value and actual
price constellations, discrepancies
due, they believe, to the "one-
sidedness" of Marx's value concept,
are entirely beside the point. And it
is rather amusing to note that
Marx's application of the law of
value to labor power is rejected with
the argument of the fiexibility of
wages, al) argument which demon.

strates only that these bourgeois
economists do not know the position
of their opponent. Accordi~g to
Marx, "There is no economIe or
other rationally determinable rela-
tion whatever between the value of
the new commodities produced by
the use of labor power in the work-
shop and the prices paid for this
labor to its sellers."

The latter part of the book deals
with the materialistic conception of
history. Though it has a philosophi-
cal origin, Korsch points out that
Marx's materialistic science, "being
a strictly empirical investigation
into definite historical forms of
society, does not need a philoso-
phical support." Tracing the scien-
tific development of Marx, he shows
that. "As early as 1843 it had be-
come clear to Marx that Political
Economy was the keystone of all
social science." In place of the
time-less development of the "idea",
Marx put the real historical develop-
ment of society on the basis of the
development of its material mode of
production. In a chapter dealing with
the relation between Nature and
Society, Korsch shows, that. "As
with all other innovations embodied
in the new materialist ic theory,
Marx's methodical extension of so-
ciety at the expense of nature is
proved mainly on the field of eco-
nomic science." Aftel' clarifying a
number of Marxian concepts such as
the relation between productive
forces and productive relations, basis
and superstructure of s 0 c iet y,
Korsch explains what Marx meant in
saying that, "The real historical
barrier of capitalistic production is
capital itself," and that only the pro-
letarian revolution, by changing the
production relations, can secure the
further progressive development of
the social forces of production.

But though we agree in such large
measure with this interpretation of
Marx, we cannot abstain from re-
marking that its great clarity and
revolutionary consist.ency in dealing
with Marx is somewhat dimmed as
soon as it deals with more recent
revolutionary events and their char-
acters. For instance, the shift of em-
phasis between the earlier and the
later formulations of the material-
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istic principles by Marx, fr0!Il the
subjective factor of ~evolut~on~ry
class war to its underlymg objective
development is, in Korsch's interpre-
tation, caused by actual develop-
ments enforcing a change of at-
titude. "In a similar marmer," he
says, "the revolutio~ary ~arxist,
Lenin came to grips with the
activi~tic revolutionary tendencies
of the left Communists of 1920 who
in an objectively changed situation
adhered to the slogans of the direct
revolutionary situation released by
the Great War." This belated de-
fense of Lenin's opportunistic and
rather silly pamphlet "Radicalism,
an Infantile Disease of Com-
munism," which was designed to
secure Russian control over the In-
ternational labor movement in the
specific interest of Russia and its
Bolshevik Party, cannot change the
fact that Lenin's "turn of face" was
not the re sult of a sober considera-

tion of a changed situation, but was
no change of face at aU. This pam-
phlet of Lenin's maintained the po-
sition he always had against the rev-
olutionary opposition of parts of the
proletariat of Western Europe. This
position was his also during that
time, which, according to Korsch,
was objectively revolutionary. It
was the position of the Social-democ-
racy of pre-war times, which Lenin
never left mentaUy but only organi-
zationaUy. It was interwoven with
the position of the Russian bourgeois
revolutionist and was in strict op-
position to aU specific revolutionary
principles of the working class
before, during, and af ter the Great
War. It was in strict opposition, too,
to those Marxian principles, forgot-
ten by both the Socialists and
Bolsheviks and which, restated here,
makes this work, whether its author
likes it or not, a weapon against the
"Marxist" Lenin.

Tlze Sclzool lor Dictators. By Ignazio Silone. Harper & Brothers.
(336 pp.: $2.50)

In spite of his apparent broadness
of mind the author of this outstand-
ing book is a man with a remarkable
singleness of purpose. He wrote a
valuable History of Fasciam many
years ago and is even better known
by his achievements in the field of
the political novel. In the small
novel Fontamara he has been the
first, as far as this reviewer is aware,
to introduce into literature an un-
retouched portrait of the poor
peasant (Cafone), whereas all for-
mer writers of so-caUed peasant
novels dealt with the subject at best
from the viewpoint of those higher
strata of the rural population who
have already acquired a definite
power of self-expression. T hen
followed another novel, Bread and
Wine, dealing with the plight of the
rural and urban workers of present-
day Italy and their vain attempts to
rise against the crushing weight of
fascist oppression. It is just that
class of readers who were particu-
larly stirred and inspired to a hope
against hope by the cruel story told
in "Bread and Wine" to whom this
new book will most appeal. It may
be safely said that from no other
piece of literature today could we
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single out at amoment's notice many
pages with which we could agree so
unreservedly.

That doesn't mean that we neces-
sarily accept the whole of the
author's outlook and argument. We
might rather object to ~is excessi.ve
ernphasis on a psychological desc~lp-
tion of the dictator's frame of mind
and on various political and ide-
ological complexities, instead of a
clear and comprehensive arialysis of
the underlying economie conditions.
However, nobody asks us for that
kind of wholesale approval. Every
attempt to do so was carefully ex-
cluded by the author when he chose
for the presentation of his thought
that complex form of the dialogue
which had been used before him
under similar conditions by a series
of famous political philosophers
(Plato Hobbes, de Maistre, etc.),
all of 'whom were brilliant writers
but none an unambigous defender of
the revolutionary cause of his time.

By this device the ideas of t~e
author are nowhere expressed m
terms of simple assertions, but are
refracted prismatically through the
medium of three different person-
alities. There is Professor Pickup,

I-

the founder of "Neo-Sociology," a
learned but extremely foolish ideo-
logical aid-de-camp of the future dic-
tator of America. He is that indes-
pensabIe man who unfailingly says
the wrong thing or the right thing
at the wrong place. There is the as-
piring candidat~ for the .dictator-
ship, Mr. W., himself, He IS a per-
fect specimen of that extremely un-
theoretica 1 type - the plain mat-
ter-of-fact American businessman.
And there is Thomas the Cynic of
whom the author says, "His many
bitter experiences and the cool an-
alysis to which he has subjected them
have freed him fr om party dogmas,
without, however, quenching the in-
ner urge which led him as a youth
toward the workers. This, however,
is known only to his friends, while
ethers, who hear him arguing and
criticizing, cannot understand why
he still remains a Socialist." Most re-
viewers have drawn from this the
conclusion that it is Thomas alone
who utters the true opinions held by
Silone himself, but that is most ob-
viously a woefuUy misleading as-
sumption. The tireless, controver-
sialist and completely unprejudiced,
though somewhat vaguely sentimen-
tal and at bottom somewhat mystif-
ied critic of accepted facts and ide-
as 'who is Thomas the Cynic repres-
ents like the others, only one par-
ticular aspect of the author's com-
plex mind. It appears, and more oft-
en than you would expect from a
book which professionally aims at
debunking the bogey of dictatorship,
th at it is just Mr. W. who makes
the shrewdest remarks and draws the
most striking conclusions. And even
that tiresome bore, Professor Pickup,
plays an especially necessary part in
the fulfillment of the author's pur-
pose. By his very profuseness he
helps to exhaust the author's corn-
prehensive note-book of historical
references and quotations. How
necessary this is, is indicated by the
fact that the form of the dialogue
is occasionaUy exploded by the ex-
cess of such inexhaustible materiaIs.
Just as Bernard Shaw prefaced his
major stage-plays by comprehensive
excerpts fr om his " Socialist's Hand-
book and Pocketguide," so Thomas
the" Cynic here and there leaves with
his partners a collection of Nazi quo-

tations on the technique of prop-
aganda (pp. 165-174) or a few notes
incorporating Hitler's ideas on or-
ganization (pp. 307-312).

We too shall conclude the review
of Silone's book with a few selected
quotations. Acontention to which
Thomas the Cynic repeatedly re-
turns is the fact that Fascism both
in Italy and Germany, in spite of its
apparent "anti-Marxist" an "anti-
Communist" preoccupation, "rose
and developed as areaction against
social reformism rather than against
revolutionary or Communist Social-
ism (118-120)." As a kind of "men-
tal margarine," it was substituted
for genuine tholïght, religion, art,
etc., and as a "political margarine"
it replaced Socialism and .democracy
with a false Socialism and an appar-
ent democracy. However, as Mr. W.
points out, "One shouldn't turn up
one's nose at substitutes, if substi-
tutes are really necessary." Even
Thomas the Cynic, though he points
out the important difference, has e-
ventually to accept the practica!
soundness of this principle. "The
political defeat of the Socialist par-
ties," he says, "does not eliminate
the concrete problems of produc-
tion and social organization th at
they were intended to solve; Fas-
cism does provide t h e working
masses with a partial and apparent
satisfaction, compatible with capi-
talist interests (256)." For this pur-
pose, "Unlike previous reactionary
movements, it fights revolution with
revolutionary methods." As Hitler
said before the court of Munich aft-
er his Beerhall-Putsch (according to
the records inspected by Professor
Pickup), "If I stand here today ~s a
revolutionary, it is as a revolution-
ary against the revolution (257)!"

Again, Thomas the Cynic shows
how weil both the modern dictators
understand the twofold function of
trade unionism (266): "The same
trade unions, led fanatically in
the political and national inter:est,
would turn millions of workers into
the most valuable members of their
nations, regardless of occasion al in-
dividual struggles for purely econom
ic demands (Hitler, Mein Kampf)."
"Fascism practices trade unionism
through a physiological necessity of
its developement (Mussolini) ."
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When Thomas and Professor Pickup
both indulge in asentimental praise
of local and regional self-govem-
ment as the only safeguard of true
democracy, Mr. W. cuts in several
times and finaIly sums up: "To be
perfectly frank with you, I find aIl
this a little tedious (296)." The un-
canny pro-nazi activities of the Ger-
man Communist Party 1926-33 are
described in a masterpiece of con-
centrated history on three pages

(227-30). "It is a pity, it reaIly is
a pity that the Communist Party in
America is so weak," exclaims Mr.
W. Social-Democracy, of course,
gets an equal share of appreciation,
and the whole glory of the so-called
Fascist and Nazi "revolutions," of
1922 and 1933 is fina1ly debunked
in a concluding documentary chap-
ter on "Tbe coup d'e'tat witb tbe
assistanee of tbe authorities."

K. K.

The Story of the C. J. O. By Benjamin Stolberg. The Viking Press.
(294 pp.; $2.00)
Labor's New Millions. By Mary Heaton Vorse. Modern Age Books.
(312 pp.; 50c)

Judging from the growing litera-
ture dealing with union questions, it
seems that everybody from the Ad-
ministration d 0 w n to the last
Trotzkyite agrees with Stolberg that
the CIO is the "most important
social movement since the Civil
War." Here are two new books in
a long list of recent publications ~m
this subject. The factual materlal
of a11such books is the same; the
only difference between them is a
difference of attitudes. By n 0 w
everybody should know, even if he
only reads the newspapers, who is
who, and what is what in the CIO,
when and how it started, what kind
of genius or evil spirit John L. Lewis
is how fast the membership grew
a~d how everybody was surprised
thereby, and what victories have to
be considered losses, and what losses
were celebrated victories, etc.

Because of the People's Front
spirit still prevailing in the Com-
munist Party, Mary H. Vorse's story
tries hard to please everybody. For
her all is honey; her book is what is
alw'ays described as a positive con-
structive attitude t 0 war d s the
problems of labor, in other words, it
is untrue and silly. Stelberg, on the
other hand, would share Mary H.
Vorse's attitude, if it were not for
her and her friends of the C. P. His
book is out to wam the CIO against
the Communist Party.

Though Stol berg considers the
CIO such an important social move-
ment, nevertheless he declares that
it was the "New Deal which needed
organized labor to save big busi-
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ness." In other words, the "most im-
portant social movemént since the
Civil War," was merely one aspect
of the social reorganization program
in which the present Administration
is engaged. Of this same reorgani-
zation process Stolberg has said in
another place, that an earthquake
would possibly have done the job
just as we11. However, an earth-
quake would not have given John L.
Lewis the chance to take advantage
of a real govemmental need which
coincided with an upturn in business
and with the attempt of the work-
ers also to gain in the new economie
spurt. But we wi11leave these com-
plexities to Stolberg himself. Here
we will only state that we agree that
this "most important social move-
ment" was largely govemmental,
and that rea11y Roosevelt and not
John L. Lewis should be applauded.
But then to people like Stolberg
social and govemmental pro blems
are always identicaI, just as for
them the workers in the C I 0 are
identical with the leaders of that en-
terprise. As the CIO was designed
Iargely to save big business, so, on a
smaller scaIe, the founders of the
CIO, like Sidney Hillman and his
Amalgamated banks, have on several
occasions in New York and Chicago,
as Stolberg says. "saved employers
f rom impending bankruptcy."
Unions simply cannot function with-
out capital and employers, and it is
only logical that they help to bolster
business, and it is also only logical
that Roosevelt should foster the or-
ganization of unions and their,.

nat ional coordination. For more
than three decades Professor Com-
mons has pointed out that nothing
harmonizes more than capitalism
and unionism. And only now does
this wis dom find acceptance,
though as yet not complete approval.
Just as the New Deal cannot save
a11 capitalists, so unionization cannot
serve a11 capitalists. Some c a n
manage better without them; some
cannot manage at all with them. The
fact that employers fight unions
doesn't prove that unions are es-
pecia11y useful in the everyday
struggle for better wages and work-
ing conditions. The unions, not as
they exist in concept, but as they
are in reality, have proved bad in-
struments for the safeguarding of
proletarian class interests, and good
instruments for the division of work-
ers int 0 differently interested
groups. Opposed to particular ca-
pitalistic interests, they still favor
capitalism on a11 general issues.
Their value must be measured, not
by comparing their friendliness with,
or their enmity to, different ca-
pitalistic groups, but by their ability
to organize the workers as a class to
wage war against capitalism for real
proletarian objectives. Ho we ver,
Stolberg's description of the at-
tempts of capitalistic groups to
break unions or to stunt their
growth by the new vigilantism is,
though it doesn't say anything as to
the character of the CIO, important
enough to be brought to the atten-
tion of all workers. According to
Stolberg, however, the real enemy is
not so much the reactionary employ-
ers but th e Communist Party.
Because Russia "needs American im-
perialism, just as it needs British
and French imperialism," he sees the
C. P. as a disruptive element in the
CIO.
. In his zeal to emphasize the sin-
rster designs of the C. P., Stolberg
overlooks the fact that other groups
or ether leaders within the CIO can-
not be regarded as preferabie to the
stooges of the C. P. None of the
competing groups within the CIO is
less disruptive than the other. Only
their possibilities var y. William
Green is ready to destroy any labor
movement if it doesn't please his
faction, and.so is John L. Lewis, as-

suming they could destroy such
movements. Each group, from the
Socialists down to the last two-by-
four Leninist group, is ready in its
own interest to control or destroy
when it can, As long as the labor
movement is also a business enter-
prise allowing smaller or larger
groups of people to make a living
and a name for themselves, Russia
or no Rus s i a, the competitive
struggle for jobs and positions is
sufficient reason for them to destroy
when they can any organization from
without and within. And if an or-
ganization of the types that exist
toda~ can no longer be disrupted,
that IS only because it has become a
regular racket secured by either real
gangster methods or by more refin-
ed ones, like job control and the
many devices used to keep a leader-
ship in control of the organization
into eternity. Which bureaucracy
has ever been replaced except by
force? And if the impossible some-
times becomes possible, as, for in-
stance, the displacement of some
C. P. - stooges in the National
Maritime Union in the East, to which
Stolberg hopefu11y points, t h i s
replacement has changed nothing as
regards the relationship between
members and leaders, or as regards
the policy of the union. Where the
C. P. stooges of the NMU advocated
the acceptance of the so-called Fink
book, which registers a11 seamen
with the govemment and puts the
hiring halls under govemmental con-
~roI, now, the new leadership, gain-
mg power, accepts the Fink book as
a national duty "to coordinate the
various phases of national defense."
Not everything may explained by
Russia and its imperialistic needs :
the CIO without the C. P. would
look no different than it does' its
factionalism· would be just as severe,

Mary H. Vorse's book provides us
with a little touching scene which
characterizes the CIO bett~r than
both books combined, and ·which we
cannot resist offering our readers:
"Up in Lansing, Gevemor Murphy,
J ohn L. Lewis, and Chrysler were
conferring. The union demonstrat-
ed... The demonstration, which was
totally unexpected, was very thrill-
ing to John L. Lewis, who is said to
have turned to Chrysler, saying:
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'Those are real American workmen, Chrysler lead again with human
Mr. Chrysler.' To which Chrysler rights?" The principals came out on
responded with feeling: 'I know they the balcony for speeches. Governor
are.' The crowd massed itself in Murphy with John L. Lewis on his
front of the state house, carrying right and Walter P. Chrysler on his
slogans: 'Mr. ChrysIer, we still think left stood on the balcony looking
you're fair, prove itl... Three little down on the assembIed Chrysler
words. Then I love you... Thou shalt workers. The Governor-their leader
not muzzle the ox that treadeth out John L. Lewis - and their em-
the corn... We're with you, Mr. ployer, Mr. Chrysler." Isn't it simply
Chrysler, if you are with us. wm too, too lovely?!

M» Li]e as a Rebel. By Angelica Balabanoff, Harper & Brothers.
(324 pp.; $3.75).

Angelica Balabanotr's memoirs
will be of great interest to readers
of Living Marxism, not primarily
because of the author's interesting
life history, or her characterization
of a number of famous labor leaders,
or her critical attitude towards the
Third International, or her rather
uninteresting denouncement of des-
pica bIe figures like Mussolini and
Zinoview, but because the book as a
whole illustrates weIl the general in-
sutriciency and the pseudo-proleta-
rian character of the old labor move-
ment. This movement in aIl its shad-
ings and with aIl its leaders, Balaba-
notr not excluded, was thoroughly
invested with bourgeois ideologies
and far away from real proletarian
aspirations a n d necessities. This
comes just as clearly to light in the
author's position on varrous issues,
as in the tendencies and policies of
the old labor movement from which
she deducts the reasons for the pres-
ent impasse in the labor movement.
Although Balabanoff never under-
stood the movement in which she
participated, her own naivete does
not prevent the reader, who has
freed himself from the ideological
sway of the old labor movement, to
understand why the pre-war labor
movement could end only in Fascism
or Bolshevism or in nothing. This
movement was neither capitaIistic

nor socialistic, and yet it was both;
it was an impossibility. It could not
act unless it was willing to restriet
itself to a compromise solution, to
accept some sort of an organized
capitaIism. And so it did.

However, the results did not
please Balabanotr, and in despair
she looks for refuge in an ideologi-
cal return to the past. She hopes for
better human material in leadership,
she is still able to see the good as
weIl as the bad sides in Lenin, she
is still able to appreciate the social-
ist housing program in Vienna, and
she is still ready to sum up today's
situation with a few cheerful phras-
es. These phrases aIlow her to con-
tinue to believe in a new social
order. She is not able to conceive
of methods and struggles for work-
ers, in contradistinction to those
proved as false, which will bring
about the new society. However,
Balabanoff writes, more than she is
aware of herself. She helps by way
of a few smaIl ilIustrations as to the
tactics and attitudes of the bolshe-
vik regime to destroy the legends
connected with this movement. Her
book supports a growing critical at-
titude towards the teachings and the
practice of the old labor movement
and in this way helps to develop
today a class consciousness which
can be caIIed proletarian.

COMING IN FUTURE ISSUEJS:
Mexico: Today and Tomorrow - Economics af ter Marx -
M•••.tov'. "The State and the Revolution"
Development in France
On the Economie Theory of Soeialism
Future of Trade Unionism in America - Southern Problems
Possibilities for the Unemployed-The Economics of State Capitalism
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